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 Breathing patterns can help you relax under stress, or the wrong breathing pattern can make you more 
tense. 
 When you breathe, you use muscles in the shoulders,  rib cage, and a large, flat muscle under the ribs 
called the diaphragm.  Breathing high in the chest, just using the rib cage muscles, seems to make people 
more tense and nervous.  Using the diaphragm seems to promote more calm feelings. 
 Put your hands on your stomach, and take a deep breath. Do your hands move as the air moves  into 
the lungs?  If not, you are using the rib cage and not the diaphragm.  
 
BREATHING MEDITATIVELY 
 Practice breathing with the diaphragm. Concentrate on filling the bottom part of the lungs. You will 
feel your stomach (both front and sides) move out to make room for the new, fresh air coming in. Your lungs 
contain three lobes, a lower, middle, and higher lobe. Fill the lower lobe first, then the middle, and finally the 
highest lobe. Then as you exhale, empty the top, then the middle and then the lowest. Breathe in fully, filling 
the lungs from the bottom up. Then exhale fully, emptying the lungs from the top to the bottom. Practice this 
ten minutes once or twice a day. Say to yourself “In” on the in-breath and “Out” on the out-breath. 
 
MINDFUL BREATHING: This is quite helpful if you find thoughts interrupting your meditative breathing. 
 -Take a deep breath in, counting to three as you breathe in. 
 -Pause and notice the full feeling in your lungs. 
 -Breathe out slowly, to the count of six or more. 
 -Pause and notice the empty feeling in your lungs.  Then take the next full breath, being sure to first 
breathe from the diaphragm, then the higher in the chest. 
 If you notice thoughts intruding into your mind, just think to yourself, “Thinking, thinking,” and 
return to your breathing. 
 
 Practice two times a day or more. Practice for TEN minutes each time. RATE how tense you feel at 
the beginning of the exercise and again at the end. Rate your tension from 1 to 10. One equals completely 
relaxed and calm, five, is average, and ten is the most tense you ever feel. 
 
ANOTHER BREATHING TECHNIQUE which some clients find helpful is to practice very gentle breathing. 
In this style you: 
   - breathe out and in equally, perhaps to the count of six, so neither is longer nor shorter than the other. 
   - breathe so quietly (through the nose) that you cannot hear your own breath, only feel it. 
   - pause to the count of three. 
   - breathe out quietly (through pursed lips)  to the same count as your in-breath. 
   - carefully notice what part of your body moves with the breath: does your chest move more than your 
stomach, or does your stomach move more than your chest? Notice whether breathing with your stomach 
(diaphragm) is more relaxing for you than breathing with your chest and shoulders. Again, practice two 
times or more a day, and practice for about ten minutes each time. 
 
If your fingers and toes tingle during this exercise, or if your feel lightheaded, you might be breathing too 
fast. Slower breaths will allow your body to re-balance itself. 
 
You can do this in any setting, eyes open, and frankly, no one will know you are practicing a quick stress 
recovery. Since you are smarter, more creative, and more able to connect with others, I challenge you to be 
intolerant of stress. When you feel stressed, begin to do a focused breathing until you feel calm and peaceful.  


